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Real Asset Investment, from Creative Wealth and MFN Network. $100, One Time Cost, Real Estate 

Product and Precious Metals Bonus Product, Plus Many Bonuses.  

This product provides basic knowledge and mentoring to become an investor, with unique information to get people going in 

property investing, home ownership, property flipping, obtaining financing without using credit or cash, acquisition of precious 

metals, and locating gold and silver at lower than market prices. We pay commissions of 70% or $70 per sale, we use JV Zoo as 

our payment processor and sale tracker, and we have a 7-day full money back guarantee less any commissions paid. The 

commissions are paid to affiliates after the 7-day guarantee is over at PayPal.  

From Greg: Welcome to my product, Real Asset Investment.  We are in our 3rd year with this product 

and are excited about the mentoring we do here.  I have been a real estate agent for over 4 decades, 

and a licensed broker and owner of my own real estate firm since 1988. I have represented many 

investors over the years and I have invested in properties myself for many years. Not only can our 

product here build knowledge and confidence to get into investing, it helps you learn in two different 

fields of investing, real estate and precious metals. There is also much training and mentoring in Internet 

marketing through many methods and avenues.  

To help you resell with us successfully, I provide you the ads, the places to advertise, the strategies, and 

this material is always being updated.  We have eliminated all risk to purchase our product. Our 7-day 

guarantee protects your purchase, and you can earn the expense back by earning approximately $140 in 

your first two sales.  If you can copy and paste, you can resell this product easily. One more featured 

benefit is later, you can move into a larger product we offer where we pay you $201.75 commissions per 

sale.  Of course, you get to sell that product to any of the people you sold this product to.  Go ahead and 

order and begin to learn and earn today!   

God bless, 

Greg Nichols 
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